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About this book

Uncertain Real Love is a titled inspired by 
the last poem in this book, 
UnwrittenReelLove, which involves two 
people in love and all their words 
exchanged over gchat on the sixth day of 
every month for one year

Bridget McGeehan
March 2014 





The first person 
standstill 



The urn of ashes of the body of the first 
person who first walked into a gallery 
and said “this is it” fell off the mantel 
and smashed and all the millions of 
microscopic bits of bones exploded into 
the wind. 

Owing our dry mouth to clumsy 
craftsmanship. A lack of a level. The 



gritty bits all in our teeth. And we had 
no fucking idea. 

Instead let’s wipe our glasses on cotton 
undershirts. Shake your hair in my face. 



Sift through the sand and watch others 
watch the art. Oh shit nobody can 
breathe because the conceptualization 
sustaining this authenticity is causing 
an asthma attack.

And similar dust collects at the marble 
feet of saints. Frozen headnods. 
Celestial glow can take control of the 



most obtuse things. The steel and the 
plastic and the rubber and the wall and 
the edges. All seen burning blue in the 
mirror light. 

What here can conduct electricity? And 
what here can allow itself to be 
unbound by time? 



I just want there to be windows. And I 
want the windows to be lead windows 
or mercury glass windows. So every 



figure that inches past on the other side 
is whomever I want it to be. I had some 
extremely specific things in mind. But 
instead they are not that.





Watch, Love

A submission in 10 parts



I



Where today should I lay down
And see your colors and mine 
Not jumbled but neat 

Wind up world backwards
At the start of the earth turn
Put them all there
& forget them all there 

Anyway it’s already reserved
I know
Because I checked it on the Internet
Samely I checked my email and 
I found out the New York Times 
Doesn’t think my love 
Is modern enough
Or love enough

Postmodern love, 



Well that is a luxury
Not to be but to say
Used and dried and taken
In poetry & maybe post Internet love
Could work

I have a friend who loves that term
Post Internet
His love might be modern I think
& I can ask him again later

II



To face facts
I’m going to hell because
I sometimes text him in church
Afternight he
Drank too much sex
& just me under the table
& under the weight of the universe

Shed some new light on light 
& let’s debate 
democracy
art
and absolute zero

III



Young & Pretty & American
Poets lie shamelessly
Through their teeth

Like, on the nightstand
Somebody is clearly
Not reading Infinite Jest 
He says as his lips brush my ear
And I was embarrassed at first 
But he is sexy
That 
Is
An imagefact

IV



Obliterated memories
He sleeps asleep but
Skin being fool's gold
All just conversations with myself
So everything else was something 
else

I read a boat in the calm seas
Travels in a straight line 
When disturbed. 

Settling our argument 
Over absolute zero
& democracy

We go quickly to coat check
And coat check chick
Asked politely when we were getting 
married
& I thought this was absurd

Pity because
I was on a roll this week



Like a normality roll
Like I didn’t even ask if she 
imagined the coats swirled around 
her when things got slow 

V



He asked me
“So he wants you to publish a 
chapbook?”
I stared at him
In his face
And told him. 
“Yup.”

I don’t know what a chapbook is
Even
Was.
But now I know
It was the word the other man had 
said before when I didn’t know what 
he was saying 

So it wasn’t a lie
It was buying understanding
On psychological credit.

VI



“Me I just did strange things
As a child
Imagine myself
A wonderkin enigma
I stared at the sky in puddles
So my parents
Bought me a coloring book”

VII



Mom: “do I need to hold a gun to 
your temple to get your to blow out 
your fucking birthday candles?

“And stop texting in church”

“And remember he’s not God.”

He did though build me a Cathedral
in which we worship myself.

VIII



My high halves in half
The gory parts in parts
& I question the most delicate things 
About you
Sleeping asleep next to me

& your American bones
& your lips say my name
& your imagefact sex appeal. 

Funny that that same sex appeal 
Unnoticeably creates a contrail of 
romance frustration that drags 
visibly behind you. 

In between bitted bits of us are 
harder darker mocking  black-shoed. 

I adulate the white light to expose 
nothing, and yet there is a limit to 
this interiorization revealed through 



shadow. One that comes not from 
some impermeable boundary 
between two spaces but from a 
different organization of our space 
entirely. 

IX

Like what happens when this



“I forget you don’t like the pulp”
becomes these yells
across Mott
“Bridget if you light that cigarette
I swear to god.”

“You aren’t my fucking father”

good. 
all good.



Because loving your father
is sexy until it’s not.



Anyway. I am more interested
in the negative space around
my coffee 
and then the part that looks like
D
is the most breakable part
of the mug. 

But I hear you say we should not 
create an argument about who 
created the first argument. 



And I silently agree

X

Ha. I’m clairvoyant 



To remember to
Suck your life substance
Those flowerpetals had white teeth
I know because I stare at the vase
Because it’s opposite of you

Ms. masochistic me. 

I refuse to understand
Out of principle. 
But I still owe it to his religion to 
admit he did me a mirage like 
memory.





U Random, Love



One hundred men wrote this love poem for 
me.

I never met any of them before in real life.



Hey what’s up flower child hey hey hello 
gorgeous hi you let’s get together please sit 
on my face so I can eat my way to your 



heart come on out with me why not hey hey 
hey I’m Kevin are you real hey it’s actually 
Kevin so is that Ireland where is your 
second picture you are too pretty for tinder 
you look like a world traveler so what is 
your favorite thing to do to have fun what is 
your favorite animal tell me why you like 
me do you have a boyfriend and this is just 
a joke hey hi gorgeous hey you look 
intelligent are u bored too holy Helen of 
troy R u a student hi you hi what’s up what 
is going on this is dumb but I’m drunk so Is 
thnk ur cute hey just text me sweetheart it’s 
way easier can I ask you one question 
what’s your last name hey where did you 
come from hey where are you from hi hiiii  
hey I’m drew hey I’m nick how have we 
not met tho you are an angel your too pretty 
for this where your boyfriend at hi hey how 
are you hey how’s it going hey what are 
you up to tonight hihi why does it say 
you’re so far away thank you for not having 
an mirror selfies hey you hi I’m josh hi got 
plans tonight hey are you from philly hi 
your photos just made my day you have a  
great smile hey I can be your daddy ha ha 
you seem so dark hi I love you well hello 
there where is your third picture from is 
your second picture from paris is that the 



Eiffel tower I love your flowers  What’s 
going on Hey what’s going on Yo sup 
bridget hurry up and respond before you 
miss out on the best conversation of your 
fucking life You can call me daddy Hi ok 
so I’m sure you get so many creepy guys 
messaging you and shit but I just need you 
to know that I am a really nice guy and you 
seem really cool from your pictures and I 
would love for us to get to know each other 
so that’s all I had to say and at this point 
you probably think I am so awkward so bye 
but it would be great to meet up so I can 
prove this to you so when’s our drink sexy 
hello there hey you hii hii I’m Kevin hey 
I’m Brandon Bon soir  Yo are you French 
Bridget Hii Hey how’s it going What’s up 
girl Yo girl hey hey where do you live Fuck 
me Yo hey Oh hey there Hey beautiful 
Why are you on tinder your too cute is that 
paris hey what are you up to tonight do you 
go to UVM hey where are you you are so 
far away hey there bridget I’m josh Your 
tag line is funny I don’t get what the line 
means Hey there Why no smile in profile 
picture Is that Ireland Girl where your real 
daddy at Hey My god





UnwrittenReelLove



/ found fiction in found text in last year

Septembertime



I’m here without you it doesn’t feel real. 



Haha how goes it in my room. Well 
going to read soon but somebody is 
passed out in the living room didn't 
want to disturb him. Ima get off comp 
for a few moments. Oh btw I’m having a 
piece of bread. Hahaha what why. Or 
I'll just grab a spoonful of peanut butter 
I’m just hungry s'all. I have granola bars 
in my room. Where. On my dresser 
babe also wake M up he has to go to 
work soon. Haha okay. Love you. You 
too later. 

Octobertime



Hi. [8 minutes] Hey pretty what’s up. Hi 



nothing much. Leaving at three today 
going to yoga at four. Jesus. It is not a 
nine to five work day just not feeling it. 
Hahah. Sorry I'm not sorry world and 
bank statement. God I hate sorry I'm 
not sorry. That's cool. Yoga after 
running this morning. I normally do a 
morning run if I do yoga just like twenty 
minutes a bit of cardio because I’m 
getting used to yoga. A little extreme B.    
Anyway.  So I didn't bring a suit jacket 
or anything for dinner. Yeah no this is 
Philly my darling. I like looking good for 
you. Jacket to dinner equals Phillies or 
Flyers wind breaker. Haha So true. But 
you can look good without that jacket or 
anything else. So I just got a longass 
project but. You're still coming right? 
Yeah. Ok [15 minutes] Do you think 
you'll get out at 5 30 today or am I 
being too annoying? Of course not I'll 
be equally annoying here and say like 
the last six times you've asked I don't 
know babe. I can’t tell if this is you 
being sarcastic anyway. I don't think I 
won't be able to come tonight. Ok. I just 
think it will be like last time. You may 
see this light show thing that's 
happening at the art museum from the 



train it’s projections and such. Open air 
I heard about it. Next time we are in 
NYC. As in when I'm in NYC.  Ignoring 
that I found a great brunch place we 
should try. Excellent [16 minutes] Feels 
like I've been to Philly a lot lately. Yeah 
it's been a little hard for me to get to 
NYC after next weekend though I'll 
have more open weekends I have a big 
paper due next Tuesday what I'm 
working on this weekend and it's for my 
favorite professor so I want it to be 
good. Okay well Jesus.  Plus it's the 
seminar one so it counts for a lot. Not 
the French teacher you want to 
scissor? Don't be that crude please am 
I allowed to like teachers? Will be crude 
when I want princess. [7 minutes] Ha. 
[14 minutes] How's your day we still 
babysitting tom night. Yes it'll be nice 
roof top deck plus they wanted to have 
a glass of wine with us when they got 
home too if that’s okay you’ll like R. 
Absolutely I’m sure because you told 
me.

Novembertime



I’m really surprised you decided against 



it after all that we talked about it. I don't 
want to talk about it anymore. That's it 
period you magically no longer feel the 
way you were feeling when we last 
talked? Stop saying that I doubt I ever 
did. It's funny because instances of 
denial like this seem so clichéd I’m just 
really worried about you babe. I know I 
realized this after I said it but it's true I 
was overreacting. It's just hard to 
square what you're saying now with 
what you've admitted in the past two 
weeks. I was being dramatic I'm not 
kidding I was really stressed let's stop 
seriously. [7 minutes] So your dad was 
wrong. [8 minutes] Stop. I just quickly 
asked if you thought your dad was 
wrong. I know and I don't know yet my 
dad is also just judging from seeing that 
I lost a little weight to really meaning 
nothing so that's it. Okay but I'm not 
judging from nothing so that's not really 
an excuse plus I think you're giving 
your dad absolutely no credit which you 
would never normally do. I told you I 
don't want to talk about this anymore 
seriously don't try to trick me into talking 
about it. This is such bullshit you're 
doing anything you can to change the 



situation so you don't have to face 
facts. Just please. You're putting me in 
a really impossible situation. You don't 
have any responsibility to my situation 
at all. You really can't believe that I 
mean if you do we just have a 
completely different idea about what a 
relationship is I just think you're being 
cavalier and dishonest with yourself 
and me and everyone with a dangerous 
thing all because dealing with it would 
represent a slight inconvenience. I think 
I’ve just been really on edge lately since 
I can't go to yoga plus I’m trying to quit 
with the cigs and weed and caffeine I 
always say ridiculous things directly 
after I smoke so I'm sorry but I think 
that's probably it we can stop talking 
about it now right? [5 minutes] I just 
want to know that you're actually giving 
this consideration not a write-off it 
would be different I think if I heard from 
you anything about how you were 
working to get back to a healthier 
relationship with eating and working out 
and your meds all I hear is the opposite 
you incessantly talk about weight and 
food and exercise you're miserable if 
you miss one day I guess I just see no 



evidence that you are figuring your shit 
out. Why do I owe you evidence you 
know what no we are not talking about 
this anymore why don’t you ever 
respect my choices? Respect your 
choice to be blatantly unhealthy both 
mentally and physically? Okay that is 
dramatic. Your priorities are so so off 
girl. Erring dangerously close to telling 
me what to do and what to think. Oh 
and god for fucking bid anyone ever 
tells you what to do B. Stop stop. I 
would just for once like to have a 
collaborative relationship. [7 minutes] I 
just for once would love to have you 
understand that I am just doing what I 
want. And you always do what you 
want don’t worry nobody would ever 
think you ever do what you don’t want. 
This is turning to you being cruel 
respect my choice to not talk about it. 
You're so one-minded about it. It's not 
your fucking problem it's not like we are 
talking about an issue in our 
relationship that involves us both it’s a 
thing to do with only me and my head 
and my choices. You’re so right I have 
no right to be concerned. Lay the fuck 
off or go talk with my dad about it you 



guys are chummy. That's what you just 
said really? We are not talking. B 
honestly calm down you don't get to be 
this bruised and violated from someone 
being concerned after you.  I’m so done 
talking about this. This whole whining 
about your privacy bit is just not flying 
here but congratulations you stubborn 
girl I as your boyfriend will no longer be 
concerned about you that’s fine I should 
probably shut the fuck up I just really 
wonder if a week from now when you're 
at one of your lowest points. Don’t call 
me a stubborn girl asshole.  Yes sign 
off well done that will really help make 
your case for not being a stubborn girl. 
[39 minutes] Hi I don't want to stop 
talking to you but I really want to stop 
talking about this it's driving me a little 
crazy can you agree to that? [7 
minutes] You're there? Yes. Call me 
back. Okay. We should chat asap. 

Decembertime 



Hi you. Don’t hi you me. Sorry. So last 



night?  I’m sorry I fell asleep before 
round three last night. Fuck that not 
how we are starting this. Sorry I’m not 
avoiding talking but I have to go to 
lunch now. Okay later. [87 minutes] 
Convo sort of came at an odd time 
though. It's okay it was late. Are you 
feeling better this morning? Can’t text 
me like that again B. You might not find 
much pity I’m tired too. I never said I 
was tired do you want to try to explain it 
a little better? IDK you still came over. 
You knew I would. This shit between 
me and you just an atypical mindfuck 
aside from your everyday mindfuckery. 
Not the same for you as for me I guess. 
I still hold us sacred you act like I do 
not. Let’s just call it a twenty three year 
old crisis. Ha okay but you may have to 
elaborate. After you fell asleep I thought 
it through a bit more and a bit less 
foggy brained thinking this morning led 
to that I feel like my entire life I've been 
unsatisfied with my current age always 
looking toward the next stages as if 
they'd be much better if I could only get 
to college then if I could only get to be 
twenty one and get my ID then if I could 
graduate then I'd have time to be an 



adult and do what I want but what if I 
never get happy. You're not alone in 
that everybody thinks that. I'm here now 
I'm a young adult young professional 
living in New York and I feel like I have 
nothing I'm so crippingly jealous of 
where you are and what you get to do. 
What are you talking about why you 
had the same experience? You know 
how few parties I feel like I went to 
sometimes how few nights I've really 
been out around New York since I've 
graduated I went to look for a cover 
photo and realized that the last cool 
thing I felt like I did in the city was my 
fucking birthday and I used to have you 
and I don't have that any more and the 
one bad thing about work is that I'm 
alienated from my friends just in sheer 
time so what do I have? Oh come on 
you’re hot you got sick blue eyes and 
you’re tall so no lack for cover photo 
baby. You should write self-help books. 
I’m sorry I’m just trying to make you 
smile. It’s okay it made me smile. I’ll 
come over later okay? Sure. It’ll be 
okay we can talk more about this we all 
get into weird places I’m the fucking 
queen of getting stuck in your brain. Ha. 



I know look I don't know what to say but 
you know you didn't waste any time at 
all and that is so huge and important. 

Januarytime



Hey still around. Yes I am what's going 



on? Pasta for dinner and then this really 
delicious cake. Awesome. So you guys 
hold conversation during dinner watch 
tv drink? I want to go for another walk 
though yes no we talk. Wine with 
dinner? No actually. Interesting so 
what’d you talk about maybe she'd take 
a walk with you. No I want to go alone 
and mostly our families. You're going 
soon? Actually I might just stay here. 
What’s the weather been like I know 
that's mundane but it matters. Ha it's 
been just cloudy I want to go for a walk 
but I don't want to explain why I'm 
leaving. I'm sure she'd understand. I 
know she would. That can be a lot she 
can't forbid me you know? Nor would 
she want to you could just leave without 
saying goodbye or wave sweetly you're 
out the door. Yeah I know I'm worried to 
come in at night. Like she's going to 
ask where you were and shit she's not 
trying to be your mom. I know. She's a 
single woman who has a young 
foreigner staying with her can't blame 
the curiosity that being said if tonight it 
means I get to chat with you while I 
work I'm all for it. Well I'll be back in 
hour I think.  If not, send someone out? 



Just want to explore my neighborhood 
and need to stretch legs walk off pasta 
a bit my stomach is making noises. See 
you in an hour or so? Haha see. 

Februarytime





Good morning or afternoon. Hey you. I 
felt kinda proud of myself today I ate 
one piece of pizza and some fruit. 
That's good. Small victories. Honestly. 
Going for a run in like twenty. I'd so 
much rather you be happy about 
moderation than anything else. We all 
decided to do cheese and wine for 
dinner tonight and watch it be five euro 
a person then Pompidou.  Is that the 
movie theater? No pomp is the big 
modern art museum aka MOMA or Tate 
Modern of Paris Le Champo is the 
vintage theater we go to. Ah that's cool 
that's really cool I'm happy for you 
Karolina not offended? No I think she 
was happy to get a break. I had a 
dream about you again. I really gotta 
get dressed for my run. On you go. [98 
minutes] Hi you. Hi you no Brussels this 
weekend. Well when I cook tonight I’ll 
make roasted garlicky brussel sprouts 
anyway ps gotta love that the living 
social deal for the yoga teacher 
certification program on the upper west 
is still eighteen hundred dollars takes 
money to be an unemployed licensed 
yoga instructor. I know pretty funny. 
Anyway hey you back. Writing a few 



post cards now for my grandparents, 
etc. That’s cute did you at least chuckle 
at my brussels joke? I can pretend I did 
LOL.  Fuck you. [50 minutes] Still in 
class. Colder again. I think I'm going for 
a run in like forty minutes. Should be 
good yeah played basketball that was 
fun good! Did your ball workout did 
other kids play with you? Ball's great 
just was a little flat. I'm sure a sports 
store would refill it for you for free. Baha 
“refill” cute. You know what I mean. It's 
not your fault you talk like that Chobani 
time. What flavor? Pomegranate. Oh 
damn that’s sexy tell me more. It’s 
creamy and American and I got it at the 
store this morning along with takeaway 
coffee and some Yankees fans yelling 
on the subway all slathered in peanut 
butter yeah Obama too. Shit baby don’t 
stop. You miss me. I miss you. [8 
minutes] damn I just go so distracted 
researching places for us to go. That is 
so perfect anything in particular? Yeah 
restaurants and eating mostly. Great 
that’s ninety five percent the reason I’m 
coming, five percent is you I guess. 
Don’t be a dick you’ll be sleeping on a 
park bench in the Lux gardens. Mwah.  



Anyway I’m trying to find a good 
balance of cheap but good bistro places 
round town.  That's perfect. Mostly for 
lunch though. Dinner? I keep factoring 
in that we will be out late but the 
subways close early so I’m trying to 
land us close to my place by the end of 
the night. I’m scandalized I am not just 
somebody to be bought with French 
food and some candlelight. Shut up yes 
you are. Yes I am. Factoring in 
grabbing on the go food in between 
museums there’s this amazing 
boulangerie and then another falafel 
place can you tell I’m excited? That's 
definitely sort of what I had in mind that 
combination I trust you babe oh so you 
can help me brainstorm. Brainstorm 
what more Paris shit? A list of 
apartment needs and wants J wants me 
to add to it. Sure. So his needs are 2 
BR 5 blocks or less to subway 5 blocks 
or less to some bars and restaurants 
(preferably closer) reasonable kitchen 
not on ground floor. I think you should 
be specific with reasonable kitchen like 
gas stove versus electric dishwasher or 
no dishwasher etc windows reasonable 
seems so arbitrary. As arbitrary as 



windows. Okay I love helping. Sorry. 
Anyway remember no annoying fire 
escape situation where you can’t fit 
your AC. Noted a million times over 
thanks for remembering main thing is 
kitchen. Are you partial to one room 
being a master is that something you 
want to avoid or is that something you 
guys want? Not sure. Okay. [12 
minutes] So Alex just sent a list of 
things to try in Barcelona (he studied 
abroad there in the fall) somewhere that 
looks great for drinks lots of locals he 
said but alas most of website is in 
Spanish and cant read it so your job! 
HA shit ready? Yes? The Cerveteca 
brewery is a space of cultural encounter 
that revolves around beer and 
everything related to it. Sold say no 
more. No wait it’s a place to discover 
learn and reflect about beer and food-
related customs getting to know them 
and rediscovering their existence in a 
moment in which we're witnesses to the 
disappearance of regional differences 
in favor of a process of uniformization 
of culture it seems to us to be not only 
legitimate but also necessary. No. I did 
not make that up. Passion in the 



Spanish even about beer. I’m excited to 
find the truth in the cultural 
homogenization of Spain here. Shit me 
too. God wait the ending is so the 
Cerveteca offers you a space for 
information company, learning, leisure 
and retail that will quickly convert itself 
into your bodega, your brewery, your 
library your travel agent your advisor 
your provider and your meeting place. 
Fuck we need to find this place sounds 
like mecca. So yeah we are going. 
Definitely. [4 minutes]. Meanwhile C 
who?  Friend from Penn I’m getting into 
shower. I never met him. Getting in 
shower and no but he’s cool.  Okay? 
Shower beer still classy in Paris? 
Always and music. All the songs I like 
are kind of stupid. That’s not true. It’s 
true. I love you but I have to go. I know 
have a sick time on whatever 
adventure. 



Marchtime



Work still clearly but hey free sushi. 
How are you? Great. Great. And you? 
Hard to type. Okay uh oh. No it is fine. 
Cryptic much? I’m sorry. Please talk to 
me. I will. When? Soon. I have work 
until your maybe 10PM. Okay I might 
be out but if not I’ll skype. Please try. 
Love you. You too.  [145 minutes]. You 
are beautiful. I am pixilated. I miss you 
too much. I miss you too I have to 
sleep. Goodnight. Night. 



Apriltime



Hi. [28 minutes] Hi if you're still around 
[5 minutes] Hi. Have you enjoyed your 
day? Yeah. I have too actually. Was 
able to get a run in. As usual. And then 
my grade made me happy. As it should. 
I’m going to go get some soup for 
dinner I think. Now? Not right this 
second. Not all of my friends are 
around this weekend to help so I’m a bit 
stuck. Yeah that’s annoying. Want to be 
a doll and do me a favor find me the 
bilateral investment treaty signed 
between Finland and Russia from the 
eighties? I’ll get on it. Thanks. [5 
minutes]. So I take it work is shitty? 
Work is okay actually just tedious. So 
shitty. It is not four AM with a broken 
hard drive and nobody to talk to so not 
quite as shitty. [14 minutes] What kind 
of soup? I don’t know like Thai coconut 
something. Sounds good. It’s not bad. 
You know I didn’t have much soup 
when I was visiting. You’ll have to come 
back. [30 minutes]. No details from your 
sister? Absurdity. I heard. They did not 
hookup they just got drinks. Well that is 
fun it’s Paris. Indeed. [7 minutes] So 
this has only popped into my head 
because of recent talks about our 



families etc but in no way was it a 
cause or anything but I've been thinking 
about it a bit recently would you say 
that I drink more for my age? What? I 
don’t binge drink I just enjoy sitting at 
bars but I definitely can drink wine 
alone and not feel like I should not is 
that bad? No babe this is nonsense. I 
just don't know how that compares to 
saying no to drinking on weeknights 
then getting obliterated on the 
weekends how is that worse? I mean I 
think you know that I don't think you 
drink too much for your age or 
otherwise.  So it’s a question of style. 
Adult world is not so much different you 
know unless you are thinking about 
health it’s just that in the adult world 
there are no natural limits much of the 
time. I would go so far to say that all 
limits are unnatural. So about drinking. 
But really though I definitely want to 
relax with a glass of wine or something 
maybe more than I should. Should 
implies natural or unnatural here? 
Should implies unnatural limitation on 
something that comes naturally to me 
which is drinking. I guess that's will 
power? I think I'm just being paranoid 



honestly. Think you're an alcoholic? Of 
course not. I’m kidding I know what 
you're describing. I’m just self 
evaluating in a paranoid way. But 
normally when you ask a question "am I 
more than “that” it's good to have “that” 
defined that way you can have a sense 
of whether you are just going crazy or 
not. [10 minutes] Yeah thanks I think I 
will be okay did I tell you I’m finally 
going to St. Malo and Mount Saint 
Michel. No only your dream. I know I 
decided to stop ignoring my desires. 
Good when? Immediately. No I mean 
when about the North. In a few 
weekends. Fuck gotta run lovely have 
an amazing night and don’t drink too 
much. 



Maytime



So we okay? [40 minutes] Yes I can 
score a few hours to myself but not be 
crazy about it. It’s all weirdly centralized 
I don’t understand stressing yourself 
out. I’m still having fun. Okay. Alright. 
So tomorrow. Yes. 



Junetime



At last I have internet. Perfect. So this 
is when we talk about cleaning the 
room and what is for dinner. Ignoring 
whatever snarky implications that had 
but yes and it is a beautiful thing. So 
what is for dinner? I don’t know what 
were you thinking? Free popcorn at the 
Dead Poet? No not again. Okay I’ll 
cook. Okay I’ll call the NYFD. Fuck you. 
At least you made the bed that was 
nice. I know it’s not hard to do honestly. 
Not hard to undo. [85 minutes] Sorry 
was called away to show room. Oh do 
we use phrases like show room now? 
That’s what it’s called! [7 minutes] Just 
got pseudo yelled at upstairs also hard 
to open things like that just with so 
many tabs on my comp and people are 
sitting behind me. Mmhm any idea 
when you’ll be emancipated? I think 
sixish perhaps six thirtyish. [45 minutes] 
So where do you want to meet. IDK. 
Are you leaving now? I could be I’ll 
leave when its convenient when I know 
where you’d like to meet me. Well it’s 
hard to talk and you know this city 
much better than I please tell me where 
a good place to meet is. Well meeting 
at the Astor place stop on the six works 



well for me pretty sure it’ll be on your 
way too but it depends on how you’re 
going to get there and when you’ll 
leave. Right so subway stop is probably 
not a good place to meet. I mean I'd 
meet you around it.  Let's meet at 
another bar or a coffee shop or a book 
store or something since I have to get a 
notebook. We have phones it's not like 
it was in Paris. Right. K you're leaving 
at six so I'll meet you at that Astor place 
stop at six fifteen or give me a minute to 
see if there's a logical place to go. Okay 
but I'll text if I leave later than six.  
There’s a Papyrus at eighth and 
Broadway block away from Astor place. 
Okay. Okay so yeah I’ll meet you 
around there at six fifteenish unless you 
tell me otherwise. Sounds good wait 
why are we going to eighth and 
Broadway though? Because you said 
you need notebooks. I got confused 
anyway eighth and broadway? Yeah. 
Let’s make it an earlier night though I 
had trouble sleeping.  We gotta figure 
you out you can't just not sleep every 
night reading through causes of 
insomnia online is like a checklist 
unfortunately. Checklist? Just like 



anxiety stress caffeine cigarettes weed 
your things checklist of why you can’t 
sleep haha anyway what do you need 
besides those legal pads?  Pens if you 
got em. What color? Black and blue 
maybe one red? Anything else?  Nope 
just that thanks. I’ll grab them now. 
Awesome I have to sort a shit ton of old 
Vogues now so yeah I’ll see you later 
tonight. Good luck with that. See you 
later I will text you. Okay sounds good 
text me when you leave your building. 
Alright.



Julytime 



What does it mean to be a plus one? 
Ha wish I could tell you. I own nothing 
that screams Hamptons. What about 
something that whispers Hamptons? 
Oh god I don’t know what that would 
even entail. Well whatever the Hampton 
people will whisper about you and your 
ripped black shorts at Maidstone. 
Eeeeek free gin and tonics free gin and 
tonics. Yup just keep slowly repeating it 
to yourself. It’s going to be weird with 
you not here on Friday. I know but 
again hard to navigate the etiquette of 
this weekend but easy bus ride so 
simple I’ve done it before and I’ll be 
there to pick you up. I’m not worried 
about that I’ll just miss you tomorrow 
night do we have our own room at the 
beach house? I’m not sure it might be a 
free for all but I’ll try to snag us one. 
Yay. [8 minutes] why did you stop me 
this morning though? Just wasn’t really 
in the mood. Ok that’s fine. I know 
merde I need to run again because of 
another pull I’ll just see you at home I 
think after yoga. Good luck with the 
fashion people. 



Augusttime



I love you for putting up with my insane 
family. Haha famous last words. No but 
honestly it’s so amazing. Thanks babe. 
Just true. Were you waiting long this 
morning or? No not really I had my 
book.  I think about senior year and it 
freaks me out. [9 minutes] Sry hey gurl. 
Uh. Don’t uh me. How's everything? It’s 
good sorry I fell asleep last night. You 
didn't really. No okay. Well not before 
you know. Well that's what I mean 
immediately after is more what I meant.  
Yeah. Yeah. I think I’m going back to 
that sushi place tonight with B. Okay I’ll 
probably hit the gym then.  I always 
love terms like that. I’ll just let you go 
ahead know you will anyway. Shutup 
anyway like “do” brunch “hit” the gym. 
Ha guess you’re right but I never 
noticed. I always prefer “do” brunch 
because it sounds like you have such 
purpose like you are not going to 
brunch you are fucking doing it. Next is 
the performative aspects of socializing 
whilst doing brunch? Nope next is me 
shutting up. Aw not what I meant to 
imply. It’s okay I’m teasing we both are 
okay your task today can you do some 
research and find out if Anna Wintour 



and Carine Roitfeld get along? Haha I 
think not. Probably not. I think Anna 
Wintour only gets along with Jay-Z. 
Anna the winter gets cold in Vogue with 
your skin out. How’d that feel? 
Necessary. Haha okay.  She and Vera 
Wang are really good friends I think I’m 
applying for an internship with the New 
Yorker for shits. Psst you don’t live in 
NY. Commute perhaps. That’s a bitch 
in disguise though.  No the bitch is fully 
exposed it’s just a matter of whether it’s 
worth it or not. Well obviously I won’t 
object to more weekends with you here. 
Right but I can’t spend every weekend 
of my senior year in NYC. True. 
Anyway I’m still debating the idea okay 
are you ready? Jes I am ready.  So 
since my dad is coming to nyc next 
Wednesday he is going to leave the car 
for us and we can drive from nyc to 
maine directly I wouldn't have to pick u 
up again. Oh cool that's nice. My mom 
will just put the stuff I want in the car. 
Yesssss. Lunch. Right. [56 minutes]. 
Hey hey got you a present. ???? When 
do you want to get it from me? I’m 
coming home before I meet my friends 
wait what is it. It’s annoying to carry. 



???? We are meeting at like 9. Wanna 
get it from my work?  You can't bring it 
home? It's annoying to carry but okay. 
So I’ll carry it then broken logic lol. No I 
think you’ll want it right away. Okay 
what the fuck is it? Cupcake. You’re the 
shit!!!! Not a puppy but a close second. 
Absolutely speaking of cupcakes I’m 
trying to get a free trial at equinox but 
I’m just lying through my teeth because 
I obviously have no intention of joining. 
Haha struggles. Really though I feel like 
I’m going to be found out at any 
second. They offer free trials it’s not like 
the really give a shit about your 
morality. They may have you seen the 
joint? Yes it’s full of Wall Streeters. Well 
at least the wall streeters are honest 
about legit joining after their free trial. 
You might have them there what a 
standup crowd. Whatever it’s only for 
like a day. So I have to carry the 
cupcake home huh?  I miss the elip. 
Mmmhm. Okay got a free day at 
equinox at six thirty tomorrow. AM? 
Fuck no after work. Sounds fun. Okay 
I’ll see you at home baby. Yeah yeah 
get ready for gin. And cupcakes. And 
cupcakes. But wait gin? Gin? I’m going 



out with people. Yeah I know but happy 
hour with roomies it’ll be great. Not 
sayin no to gin gotta fly. OK go go. 



Septembertime



Hi baby. Hey reading an article right 
now in Le Monde about the actual 
worth of some of the paintings in the 
Pompidou. The financial worth you 
mean? No just the general idealized 
worth. Ha. Yes financial worth. Anything 
interesting? Damn it isn't letting me 
read on some subscriber bullshit 
nonsense. Penn may through library? I 
never know how to do that stuff I even 
forget what Wharton classroom I’m in 
and I’m terrified of this lecture. You 
have to say the classroom interesting 
are you at work or? No this is the 
consumer psychology class. Ha that's 
no good when's that shit it's only ten 
nineteen I feel like it's noon. It's at ten 
thirty I may drop it it’s too hard and I 
have so much shit for my other classes 
nevermind I won't drop it anyway I have 
to go for now I’ll get back on probably 
hey exec speakers from Ebay are here 
today so that's kind of cool forgot about 
how awesome coffee on Penn cash is. I 
never forget how awesome free coffee 
is do you really want to drop the 
marketing class I know you have a lot 
of other work but surely one of your six 
English classes could go.  Okay it’ll be 



pass fail and not that big of a deal. 
True. I’m going to one on campus 
recruiting event actually for Amazon 
just for shits it's Amazon and it's 
advertising. Actually babe that’d be cool 
I worked at home for more than two 
hours last night. That's great that you 
can do that OMFG somebody just won 
an iPad in my class I’m not even 
kidding is this what all business classes 
are? Well. I’ll tell you more later. I'm not 
sure I technically can. Thanks Ebay rich 
people. What ridiculous this is your 
class? Yes case study but the people 
are actually here so it’s awesome I’ll tell 
you more about it just hard to chat. 
Yeah no I want to hear later when I can 
concentrate more too. These guys have 
really scary stats as well and they have 
access cause it’s Ebay and you know 
it’s true like one point four million dollar 
car sold on an iPhone. That's just 
monopoly money I can't imagine buying 
a car period. I know it was purchased at 
three AM too so they said they thought 
he was drunk. Jesus sweet lord so I'm 
alone in the apartment it's weird 
honestly. Right now? No for this week. 
Oh right scary also I am scared of this 



lecture. Fuck that. No just because of 
the scary stats like how many people 
check their phones and at what times, 
etc it’s really interesting but of course 
just sad. Oh good I thought you meant 
because of like some intimidation 
Wharton bro thing. I think the Wharton 
bros are afraid of me honestly. Could 
be true. Could be resting bitch face 
damn yeah listing to this shit yeah we’s 
obviously fucked but I'll be dead by the 
time it all really matters thankfully. You 
may not be. Kill me now then. [18 
minutes]. Library now for a bit and they 
raised the printing prices per page 
outraged somehow started with like 
forty five dollars and now I'm down to 
like twenty three dollars wtf. Well fuck. I 
need to start printing at work again. Or I 
can print whatever if you come for 
weekends. That's sweet of you can you 
do double sided? Double-sided single-
sided letter-  legal- or statement-sized. 
Illegal? Not officially cough cough.  If 
you could keep going on the different 
ways you can do please. Haha right I 
could though that’s sad. [56 minutes] 
So what piece of writing are you 
analyzing? An essay I wrote about 



being friends with A hilariously enough I 
was going to do a part of the long 
distance essay I wrote that I think you 
read but somebody just submitted 
something about long distance to the 
listerv so. I do remember that one. I 
figured I'd add variety for variety's sake. 
I wanna read the essay you’re 
submitting! It's embellished. Right. You 
can read it in a bit I'm polishing it so 
you know everyone I’m talking about 
obviously but it’s embellished. Isn’t that 
cheating editing something before you 
analyze it? Well I’ll just call it fiction. 
That’s fucked. Shh. You just want to 
seem a better writer well if you haven't 
noticed I support artistic integrity. It’s 
embellished because I made up some 
of the stories not the actual text I wrote. 
Ah okay but right fictional essay. Indeed 
I wish I had a screened in porch it's so 
nice out but a bit buggy so I can’t help 
but keep smoking to keep the bugs 
away. You know what I’m going to say 
to that so anyway be nice I'm at work. 
This writing class is out of my comfort 
zone but I’ll stick around. Always good 
I’m excited for your Spanish class. So 
about that. No. Babe I’m sorry but I had 



too many. Crying silently over here. I’m 
sorry love you can teach my phrases 
and I swear I’ll pay attention. Because 
that worked over the summer. Just 
going to have to deal with being 
bilingual for at least another semester 
or I’ll download some more Shakira 
okay love I’m going to go outside and I 
don’t know if the internet will reach. Lol 
where on the stoop? No on the back 
deck we have one now that we are 
friends with the people downstairs. Well 
fuck me I had no idea. I know right? 
Okay well good luck we should talk 
later. 










